Silver Medal at the South Yorkshire Schools
Games Finals for Thurcroft and Kelford!
On Wednesday the 5th of July Thurcroft and Kelford or
Kelcroft (our team name for the day) arrived at Abbeydale
Sports Ground full of excitement. First, we had to sign in a
register. After finding our team the children were given tshirts noting which area of South Yorkshire they were from.
Rotherham of course! Then, onto the opening ceremony
where the children were exposed to some amazing
performances from Britain’s strongest man, an amazing
cheerleading routine and the amazing skippers from a
Rotherham primary school.
After the opening ceremony it was time to get underway
with the events. Walking up the giant hill, our team work was
tested staying together in all the crowds of people going to
their own event. Finally, we made it to our event, the
adventure challenge. Our first challenge was to recreate the
picture. Given to one of our team members was a picture
they had to make out of the objects laid out in front of them.
However, the children couldn’t use colours or names of
objects. The outcome was interesting but we managed to get
there in the end. Task 1 done for Kelcroft! Up next came
teacher Buckaroo. In the Rotherham heats it was my turn
(Mr.Hall) to become the Donkey but this time Sharron, from
Kelford, volunteered to take the role. A solid effort from
Kelcroft on this event completing the task, all be it second
but not to worry. Within adventure challenge it’s not about
the winning, it’s about how well you work as a team, plan

your event and debrief afterwards to assess how you could
do better next time. Top marks to Kelcroft for their team
work on this event, making sure everyone was involved. Next
came the dinosaur egg hunt! This time, the children had to
hunt for dinosaur eggs, put them into the cleaning facility
and make sure they were stored properly. At this event, I
would like to pay a special complement to one of our
children, Bailey. With some of our team mates from Kelford
finding the day hard, Bailey took hold of one of his friend’s
hands from Kelford and helped him through the task and
finish with style. It was amazing to see the compassion our
children have for not only the children from Kelford but for
all children and people with disabilities. Finally, our last event
was save the duck. How much water can we get into the
bucket to save the duck only using drainpipes, a cone, cups
on top of helmets and balls? Again, even though we didn’t
get the most, it was amazing to see the team work and
communication from our children.
We had completed all of our
challenges and it was time for the
results. And…in…second…place…….
KELCROFT! YES! A silver medal. How
amazing is that? A silver medal at the
South Yorkshire Schools games finals!
Proud doesn’t even come close to
express how everyone feels towards
our Kelcroft team. Let’s see if we can
beat it next year and achieve gold!

